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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. "

ACTIVITIES + Country group Lonestar lights up Lantz: page 3
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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Free pizza
over the Net

LATINO HERITAGE CELEBRATION

Wendy Clinard
performs a
Spanish dance
Sunday night at
the Grand
Ballroom of the
Martin Luther
King Jr.
University Union
as part of the
Latino Heritage
Banquet as
Kinan Abouafach and Patty
Ortega look on.
The trio is part
of the group
Guitars of Spain.

BY

PHO TOS BY COLIN M CAULIFFE/THE D\ILYEASTERN NEWS

Music sets the tone
Banquet, dancing
kicks off series
of cultural events
BY

jULIA BOURQUE

CAMPUS EDITOR

COURTNEY STANLEY

STAFF WRITER

The Latino H eritage Banquet set the tone
Sunday evening for the start of the lOth
annual Latino H eritage Celebration, which
lasts through Oct. 21.
Latin-American food, a performance by
Las Guitarras de Espana, translated Guitars
ofSpain, and Latin dancing gave srudents at
the banquet a taste of Latin culrure.
"I had a lot of fun," event coordinator JC

Miller said. '1t is really amazing to see how
the event came together."
T he fearured performance from the
Guitars of Spain followed the dinner.
Traveling from Chicago, the perfOrmers,
Carlo Basile, guitarist; Doug Brush, percussionist; Wendy Clinard, Flamenco dancer
and Betty Ortega, singer, set the dinner
mood with Flamenco and Latin music from
the south of Spain.
"The singing was very beautiful and it
was a very good serting for dinner entertainment," Shanta McKay, a social science
major, said.
Associate Foreign Languages Professor
Karen Taylor, main event coordinator for
SEE BANQUET AAGE9

Carlo Basile of the group Guitars of Spain
looks on to other members Sunday night in
the Grand Ballroom of the Union during the
Latino Heritage Banquet.

Starting today and ending Sept. 26, Domino's Pizza will
be delivering one free medium cheese pizza to all srudents
who visit www.campusfood.com.
To receive the free fuod, students have to go to the Web
site, click on Eastern's link and then choose the Domino's
tab for their free pizza.
Srudents then have to
register with the site, giving their address, phone
number and e-mail
address, which are all used
for delivery purposes.
The pizza giveaway
marks the launching of
Eastern's involvement with
Campusfood.com, which
was started in 1CJ:>7 to better serve college srudents.
"We started the site
(USE ROSE, SPOKESWOMEN,
because
our
CEO,
UMPUSFOOD.COM
Michael Saunders, was
frustrated," Ilise Rose,
spokeswoman
for
Campusfood.com, said. ''He couldn't order his favorite sub
from his favorite sub place because the line was always busy."
After working with the sub restaurant, Saunders, who
was then a senior at the University of Pennsylvania, established Campusfuod.com and had instant success, Rose said.
"H e knows how much college srudents are online and
how much they could benefit from a service like this," she
said ofSaunders. "There are now 200 schools in the nation
who use Campusfood.com, and by the end of September,
we hope to have dose to 300."
The Web site, throughout the year, will be offering a
number of different deals and discounts to Eastern srudents
at Domino's, Jerry's Pizza and Pagliai's Pizza, the three
restaurants participating in Charleston. T here will be buy
one get one free specials, finals specials and seasonal specials,

"We wanted to
give students, like
freshmen who
don't have cars,
an opportunity to
eat outside the
dining hall."

SEE PIZZA PAGE 9

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Eastern prepares for new roof, accreditation visit
BY jENNIFER PERYAM
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

jEFF COOLEY
VICE PRESIDENT,
BUSINESS AFFAIRS

"Our goal is to
have Blair Hall
completed by
January 2006 to
allow students
and faculty to
use the building."

T he Board ofTrustees approved an $845,600
project that will reconstruct Blair H all's firedamaged roof, allowing classes to once again be
held in the building.
''We had four companies that walked through
and expressed interest in bids, but we're surprised
that only one came through," President Lou
Hencken said. Grunloh Construction Inc. of
Effingham will complete the project by installing
new wall partitions to the third floor, roof strucrures and roof material.
"Our goal is to have Blair H all completed by
January 2006 to allow srudents and faculty to
use the building," said Jeff Cooley, vice president fur business affairs, said. Eastern will be
reimbursed by an insurance company for the
costs of the reconstruction.
Also approved during the BOT meeting
Friday was a $274,890 project to replace cooling

towers in Carman and
Stevenson H alls.
+ Profile: Leo
"The original cooling
Welch, one of the
towers
date back to 1970
three new BOT
and
197
6 and have outlived
members
Page 3
their use," Cooley said.
Bob Augustine, dean of
graduate
school
and
research and Jill Owen, a physical education professor, gave a presentation on how Eastern is
meeting standards for the N ational Central
Accreditation visit in February.
T he N CA accredits universities every 10 years
based on a university's mission and integrity,
engagement in service and planning for the
furure.
"This visit is important because it tells the public how we are meeting specific standards and
looking at what we are doing well, as well as examining and addressing concerns," Augustine said.

More inside

SEE BOA RD PAGE 9
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Jeff Cooley talks about money for the Blair Hall roof Friday afternoon at the
BOT meeting in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
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Man pleads
guilty in genital
surgery case

BOT considers tuition hike
The SIU Board of Trustees reviewed proposals
Thursday to raise tuition and approved a 3 percent
salary increase for all employees not represented by collective bargaining units.
During their monthly meeting, which was held in
Alton, trustees reviewed tuition proposals for undergraduate and graduate students that could go into effect
fall semester 2005. Under the plan, new students would
have a locked-in tuition rate of $5,310, a 7.9 percent
increase from the current freshman class' locked-in rate
of$4,920.
Students who began school this semester were the
first to have a four-year locked in tuition rate. This guaranteed rate was part of the truth-in-tuition law, which
requires illinois public universities to maintain firsttime undergraduate students' tuition at the rate it was
during their first year of enrollment.
The plan calls for students who were enrolled at
the University prior to this semester to pay $4,920
for the 2005-2006 academic year, an increase of7.9
percent.
Despite the tuition increases students have paid the
last several years, University Spokeswoman Sue Davis
said SIUC ranked 15th in the nation for students graduating with the least amount of debt.
Under the plan, which will be adopted or rejected at the
Board's October meeting, graduate students would see a
12.5 percent increase, bringing their 2005-20<X5 tuition to
$5,184. If approved, law students will pay $8,190 for
nution, $600 more than they are currently paying.
"We have a reputation of keeping tuition low, and we
have done that, but there are times when tuition has to
increase so you can continue to provide the quality of
education that students expect," Davis said.
Students aren' t the only ones who are facing increases.
Non-represented employees will see a 3 percent
increase on their next paycheck. Since the Board
approved the increase effective July 1, qualifying
employees will receive back pay of3 percent for July and
August. Back pay will be available after Nov. 1.
READ MORE AT WWW,OAILYEGYPTIAN.COM

THEASSOCIATEO PRESS

COLUMBIA, Mo. - A former
church rrunister and Boy Scout leader
who cut off another man's genitals in
a makeshift gender reassignment surgery in a hotel room, pleaded guilty to
first-degree assault and practicing
medicine without a license.
Jack Wayne Rogers, 59, of Fulton,
Mo., admitted on Friday he performed
the grisly operation about two years ago.
Circuit Judge Gary Oxenhandler
followed the recommendation of
prosecutors, sentencing Rogers to 17
years in prison for assault and seven
years for the illegal surgery.
The prison time is to run concurrently with a 30-year sentence handed to
Rogers in April afrer he pleaded gtnlty to
child pornography and obscenity

charges.

COLIN M CAU LIFFE/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS

Tiegan Jones, 15 of Charleston, throws a ball for Macy (right) and a random dog Sunday afternoon at Rotary Pool in Charleston. The pool closed Saturday and managers decided to have the
first dog swim. Expansion of the pool will keep it closed until next summer.

ONLINE POLL
This week we ask our readers how they think Eastern's football team will fare this season, in light of their overtime loss to Indiana State University Sycamores...
A) They only lost by a field goal. The team fought hard and should rebound to have a successful season.
B) If they can't beat the SUCK a mores, they won't finish above .500.
0 I can't wait unti I Panther basketball starts.
D) It's just a bump in the road to an Ohio Valley Conference championship title.
VOTE@ THEDAILYEASTERNNEWS.COM

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
of Eastern Illinois University. It is

students

published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring

semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:

$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all

year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
this paper.
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of all articles appearing in

HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheir@yahoo.com.

FIND AMISTAKE?
Let us know if you find a facnJa!
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-7936 or
mmeinheir@yahoo.com.
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Rogers
promised
Michael
Abercrombie he'd remove his genitals
in a four-hour operation. That time
passed, complications developed and
bleeding refi.J.Sed to stop.
Abercrombie, now known as
Madison, says she didn't feel like a victim at first, but changed her mind afrer
prosecutors presented her Rogers'
checkered criminal history, peppered
with allegations of cannibalism and a
pornography collection that included
photographs of severed genitals.
'1 didn't know his motivation when
I went into it," she said. "I was under
a lot of emotional stress, and it seemed
like there was no alternative."
Abercrombie, a nursing student,
must undergo additional surgeries to
complete her gender reassignment.
Valerie Leftwich, Rogers' public
defender, said she advised her client to
plead guilty to avoid further prison
time.
Rogers was sent to prison for four
months in 1992 on federal child
pornography charges. H e is still being
investigated in the torture and killing
of a Skidmore man.
Branson Kayne Perry, 20, disappeared in April 2001. A police search
of Rogers' property turned up a necklace belonging to the man.
Rogers has denied killing Perry and
has not been charged.
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UNIVERSITY BOARD CONCERT: LONESTAR

Lonestar rocks Lantz, Wayne bowled the Union
BY LINDSEY DUNTON
J'ClWITIES REPORTER

A plethora of cowboy hats filled

Lantz Arena Friday night as about

S TE PHEN H AASITHED\ILYEASlERN NEWS

Richie McDonald, lead vocalist for country recording group Lonestar, belts
out lyrics while performing Friday night at Lantz Arena.

1,700 people came to see country
rock band Lonestar, with special guest
Jimmy Wayne.
Eastern srudents were not the only
ones in attendance at the concert.
Parents, grandparents, high school
srudents and young children attended
the performance sponsored by
Eastern's University Board.
The arena's floor section was completely sold out, while the majority of
bleacher seats were occupied by students and country music funs, said
UB Concert Coordinator Kristen
Thornburn.
"Current numbers fur the show
aren't yet available," Thornburn said.
"As of last Thursday, the UB had sold
1,700 tickets and as of the first week
the floor was sold out."
The decision to bring Lonestar to
Eastern was one made out of a desire
for different musical acts.
"The UB is aiming to get more
diverse groups to come to Eastern's
campus," Thornburn said. "Even
though Lonestar was not first in the
srudent survey, we figured it would
satisfY a lot of srudents because srudents are indeed the one's paying for
the entertainment."
New country artist Jimmy Wayne
perfOrmed before Lonestar. Wayne,
who was wearing tight, ripped jeans
and a black T-shirt, sang as girls all

j OS H REELE Y/THEDALYEASlERN NEWS

Jimmy Wayne and his band perform
before Lonestar took the stage at
Lantz Arena Friday night.
over the stadium screamed at the top
of their lungs.
"It has been a long day," Wayne
said. "I didn't do that much except for
go bowling in the University Union."
Wayne, 31, signed CDs and piccures fur fans in the lobby of Lantz
after his perfOrmance.
"Eastern is a laid-back campus with
a lot of beautiful women," he said.
"Besides bowling, I spent my time
here meeting people and watching my
favorite channel, the History
ChanneL"
"I am a big fan of country and I
really enjoy Jimmy Wayne," Chris
Stanfield, UB Movies Coordinator
and country music fan, said. "He is
someone new to the scene and his

popularity is on the rise."
Wayne's performance aside, the
majority in attendance anxiously
awaited Lonestar's performance at
8:10p.m.
Lonestar is composed of eight
members who play instruments such
as guitar, bass, keyboard, drums, fiddle and piano guitar.
'1 have listened to Lonestar for a
couple of years," said Dustin Miller, of
Farmer City. "I can't wait to hear
~' and ~dyThere."'
As Lonestar walked on stage, lights
flashed on and streamers flew all over
the arena. One Lonestar member was
wearing a red UB shitt during the performance. Lonestar also celebrated a
10-year-old boy's birthday and threw
out shirts during their set.
The band played their new hit "Mr.
Mom" and old favorite "Already
There."
The band also did a cover of
"Walking in Memphis." The performance ended with a performance
of their hit single, "Amazed." Fans
slow danced and swayed in the aisles.
"Honestly, this has been the best
show and best crowd of the tour," said
Dan H ochhalter, Lonestar's fiddle
player and Minnesota native. "During
the encore we even discussed doing an
all college tour."
'1 am a big fan of Lonestar and I
was excited when I heard they were
coming to Eastern," Lindsey Chon, a
senior psychology major, said. '1 had
heard ofJimmy Wayne and I thought
he did good."

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

New board member focuses on Eastern's financial needs
STAFF WRITER

back," Welch said. "I've always been
closely associated with Eastern and

Leo Welch is returning to his alma
mater as one of three new Board of
Trustees members.
Welch earned his bachelor's degree
from Eastern in 1962, majoring in
zoology and earning a master's in education degree in 1967. He also has a
specialist's degree in education from
Southern Illinois University.
Welch is excited to be coming back
and has tried to stay informed on
issues concerning Eastern.
"I'm looking forward to coming

fOllowed the saga of the university
with the local newspaper over the
Internet."
BOT Chair Nate Anderson looks
fOrward to working with Welch and
the other new members.
"I'm excited to have him,"
Anderson said. "We've had an orientation and everyone participated well in
the first meeting. Everyone brings
their own different ideas to the
board."
Welch feels his most important
duty on the board is to call attention

BY

KYLE MAYHUGH

ltl A Jird, ltl A

" ... the public higher education system is critical to
overall economic growth."
LEO WELCH, BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBER

to the financial needs of the college.
"I want to get the message out to
the public and the legislature that the
public higher education system is critical to overall economic growth,"
Welch said.
Welch served as President of the
Illinois Community College Faculty
Association and was a member of the

University
*Union

BOWLING
LANES
Phone *
581-7457

Faculty Advisory Council of the
lllinois Board of H igher Education.
"Our primary charge (on the
Faculty Advisory Council) was to
review the agenda items put together
by the chair of the Board of Higher
Education," Welch said.
Welch also spent 32 years as a biology teacher for ROVA H igh School in

*

FALL

*

BOWLING LEAGUES

Mon 6:45 p.m. Fac/Staff
Mon 9:00 p.m. Coed 4per team

Wed 4:30 p.m. Peterson Point ·Individual*
Thurs 5:00 p.m. Coed Doubles

*

(Sanctioned Leagues AvailableTuesday and Wednesday)

and

lu rM~4U'I

Fri and Sat Nights

*

*
*

Leagues Start Mo nday September 13t h
Cost: $4.00 per person

Au~rMatm~ s~ori~l
rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent hnt'Attr•ril..

Oneida and at Southwestern Illinois
College in Belleville.
Welch won an award for outstanding
faculty
member
from
Southwestern lllinois College's Board
ofTrustees.
"The Illinois Community College
Board ofliustees allows each instirution
to give the award and Southwestern participated," Wdch said.
Welch was one of three people
named to the Board of Trustees by
Gov. Rod Blagojevich on Aug. 16.
The temporary appointments are
expected to be made permanent this
fall by the lllinois Senate.

Extreme Cosmic
Bowling

*
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY MICHAEL ABERNATHY

Anniversary wrong
sentiment on 9-11

j ENNIFER
CHIARIELLO

SENIOR JOURNALISM
MAJOR

Chiariello is
associate news
editor and a
bi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News.

Following 2001, Sept. 11 is a date which causes some
confusion to how we should carry out our daily tasks.
Should we go all out with recognition or has too much
time passed and a toning-down of the attention is due?
Driving down a street in St. Louis Saturday, I saw a
glowing bride and groom leaving a church with a pastel rainbow of bridesmaids trailing behind them.
Around 9,000 members of Eastern's community gathered Saturday at O'Brien Stadium for the Panther's opening game against Indiana State where the "Screaming
Eagles" 101st Airborne Parachute Team flew the game
ball to the 50-yard line in a Blackhawk helicopter.
Three parachuters delivered the ball to Eastern's head
coach Bob Spoo and the team captains. The university
thought the extravaganza would provide an opportunity
to honor the date and for victims, fire fighters and police
departments to be honored by the fans in attendance.
I spent Sept. 11 attending a Mid-America Press
Institute conference titled "Interviewing: The Heart of
Your Story" in St. Louis.
The conference was geared toward "how victims feel
when faced with reporters' questions during a terribly
adverse situation'' and "how to handle even the most
difficult situations from start to finish."
After participating in the weekend-long sessions, not
only did I gain valuable insights to interviewing, but
general interaction with people during times of tragedy.
Sunday I met the only child survivor of the Sept. 11
attacks. Elisha Gallop is three years old and was with his
mother April Gallop, who had just renrrned from
maternity leave, at the Pentagon the day of the attack.
I also met Abe Scott, a retired finance officer who lost
his wife in the Pentagon attack.
Both Gallop, Scott and other victims experience
several offensive misconceptions about 9-11.
Referring to 9-11 as an anniversary is one.
Scott said recalling the events as an "anniversary" is
insulting and sounds as if it is a celebration. Reflecting
on the events should be referred to as a "remembrance"
or "observance."
Gallop also mentioned inappropriate or offensive
comments and questions such as '1t has been three years,
why aren't you over it?" or "Well, you don't look sad."
Perhaps a reason for some of these misconceptions is
caused by people's lack of knowledge of the survivors.
Gallop mentioned a lack of stories about the injured
strrvivors following the attacks.
As Americans, as humans in general, Sept. 11
affected everyone. We all felt pain, but we also all experienced different volumes of pain.
Though many people have genuine compassion for victims, they unfortunately and unintentionally make comments implying everyone is going through the same thing.
Though their hearts may be in the right place, their
words come out misplaced.
Victims appreciate compassionate acts and demonstrations, but do not welcome all comments with open arms,
especially comments about knowing how they feel.
"Was your wife burned alive?" is a question Scott said
he would like to ask ofsympathizers who say they know
his pain. There will always be an importance of keeping
victims memory alive no matter how many years pass.
Extravagant affairs or tides are not necessary.
Remembrance and respect are.
'Tm not a celebrity," Scott explained. '1t's all about
them."
At one point in the conference one journalist attendee
had recited a quote from an author that went something
like this: "Reporters write to taste life twice. First in the
moment and then in retrospect."
This applies to all rypes of human interactions, especially in tragedy. Know the facts, find out the story of
what happened, but then take a step back and consider
feelings, emotions and outcomes of actions.

EDITORIAL

Ban's expiration assaults safety
The

Second Amendment guarantees

Americans the right to bear arms. But our
founding fathers could not have predicted the
onslaught of weapons technology that is now
available as

personal weapons of mass

destruction in assault rifles.
In an era of threatened security, our leaders
have committed an injustice to the citizens of
this country by failing to renew the Federal
Assault Weapon Ban. Passed one decade ago,
the ban expires today, allowing the manufacture and importation of weapons designed to
facilitate murder. Both houses of Congress
failed to call a vote on this ban, which will

One example of this is the weapon used by the

At issue
The decade old
Federal Assau lt
Weapon Ban
expires today.

Washington D.C.-area snipers in 2002.
The United States has allocated billions of
dollars to enforce the safety of its citizens.
Contrarily, both the House and Congress struck a

Our stance

blow against domestic security by failing to renew

These danger
ous weapons
can only risk
safety, and
Congress has
shirked its
responsibility
by faili ng to
hold a vote on
the issue.

the Federal Assault Weapon Ban. Without even

invariably lead to an influx of production and

holding a vote on the ban's extension, lawmakers
are skirting the supreme issue of safety by
allowing these destructive guns to once again be
made available to all citizens, not just police and
military use for which they are designed.
Seven states in the nation have issued their own
assault weapons bans. But that will not protect
them from outside artillery. With the expiration

of the Federal Assault Weapon Ban, criminals and terrorists

importation of deadly assault rifles.
Semi-automatic assault weapons, which gun-enthusiasts

have easier access to deadly weapons. The War Against

argue can be used for hunting, have multiple assault

Terror rages on globally, but one simple measure that

weapons features. Combat hardware, such as silencers,

would have protected Americans at home has slipped

pistol grip for easy one-handed fire, grenade launchers,

through the cracks, ultimately opening the door to more

flash suppressors so the location of the shooter can be con-

urmecessary carnage.

cealed and a bayonet option are not related to hunting
animals. The logical purpose of these guns is not for sport.
Since the ban was passed, many guns similar to assault
weapons, but technically legal, remain in circulation.

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR T URN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
PARKING MORE URGENT
THAN NURSING PROGRAM
While I praise President Lou
Hencken's decision to include a
nursing program at Eastern, I believe
that before we bring more students
to the campus, we need to address
the issue of the parking crisis. Where
are the nursing students going to
park if students already on campus
cannot find adequate parking?
I have a few ideas regarding
attempting to alleviate the parking
crisis:
1. Find adequate long-term parking off campus for those students

that reside on-campus and have a
shuttle bus available to take those
on-campus students to their automobiles. This will ease long-term
parking on-campus and those
students that commute and reside
off-campus will find adequate
parking instead of cars with cobwebs
from wheel to wheel. I would be
willing, as a commuting student, to
pay additional fees for the long-term
parking and shuttle services for the
students living on campus.
2. Build up! Instead of Eastern
looking for additional land in order
to create parking spaces, build up the
existing parking lots, if possible.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

Parking garages would be a simple
remedy to this problem. Lot W can
be built up without displacing utility
lines. I know that I am not an engineering student, but it would seem
feasible to consider this alternative.
Again, I would be willing to pay
additional fees in order to compensate for this building problem.
laugh if you must, but I don't
hear of anyone else on campus
addressing this situation!
l UCINDA H AMIUION
POLITICAL SCIENCE GRADUATE STUDENT

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzza rd
Ha ll, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581 -2923; ore-mailed to
mme inhe it@yah oo.com.
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BLACK STUDENT UNION
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CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

Speech team
trying to chat up
new members
BY ANN

8EAUCHANE

STAFF WRITER

CHRIS T YSON /THE D\ILY EASTERN NEINS

Students partake in a basketball game which was one of the Black Student Union's many back to school events.

Trying to put something back into college
BY

M ICHAEL MARZElll

STAFF WRITER

Eastern's Black Sntdent Union fired up
the grill Saturday, marking the conclusion of
an entire week dedicated to igniting hopes of
a banner year for the organization.
The barbecue wrapped up BSU's
Welcome Back Week, which is programmed
toward celebrating the group and attracting
new members.
BSU's blue and white striped tent, pitched
in the heart of Greek Court, attracted a
diverse showing of students excited to support BSU and enjoy an afrernoon of leisure
and free food. Basketball games were one of
the many things available at this event.
'This is a fun way for people to get
together," said Brittany Banks, a freshman
biology major and prospective BSU member.
BSU President Jeff Collier expressed his
satisfaction with the response from students,

not only to the barbecue, but to all BSU
events held last week.
In addition to Saturday's barbecue,
Welcome Back Week featured a voter registration drive at Taylor Hall, free cosmic
bowling and a basketball tournament outside lawson Hall.
Collier, a political science major, said he is
especially proud ofBSU's campaign to "register as many people to vote as possible" for
the upcoming election. He estimates
approximately 85 students registered
through BSU to vote during the week and
said they will continue to register voters until
Oct. 5.
Promoting cultural diversity at Eastern
since 1967, BSU provides a forum sponsoring unity and facilitating personal development among its members with the
University, Collier said.
Membership eligibility extends to all
enrolled students at Eastern, regardless of
racial background. Collier said BSU encour-

ages membership and participation from all
ethnicities to "bring a positive perspective to
the African-American community."
As for BSU's goals for the upcoming
school year, Collier plans to build on the success of last year's BSU president, senior Erika
Robinson.
Robinson made it her mission to enhance
the presence of the organization on campus.
She said it is "important to put something
back into college," and "make Eastern
home." Blood drives, holiday toy drives and
other community service efforts will headline this year's activities, which Collier hopes
to coordinate with other student organizations to further his objective of bringing
together the Eastern community.
Welcome Back Week hopefully represents
a trend in forward momentum necessary for
BSU to continue building a positive presence both on and off campus, Collier said.
'1t's the members that make BSU what it
is," Collier said.

onday@

<:/11.arty's
Mega Burger
w/fries

We Want
You ...

Athletes are not the only students who are a part of a
competitive team on Eastern's campus.
The Speech Team provides students with an opportunity to belong to a successful and competitive group, Stacy
Singh, a senior communication studies major and the public relations chair of the team, said. The Speech Team will
be holding an open house for all interested students
Monday.
"We are expecting a lot of new faces and people who
may not know what we are about," Singh said. "But also
people who may have competed in high school and wanted to compete on the college circuit."
The team's coaches, graduate students Amanda Frioli
and Melissa Bagwell, are both new to the team. The pair,
along
with
Singh,
are
expecting to have
a full team of
about 20 students.
"The purpose
of the open
house is to accumulate
more
STACY S INGH, PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIR
members to the
team before we
start competing," Singh said.
The team's open house will be held at 6 p.m. Monday in
1721 Coleman Hall. Anyone is welcome to attend and
learn what the Speech Team is all about, Singh said.
There are about 10 tournaments a year and team members can go to as many as they want, Singh said.
Competitions are held throughout the Midwest, so students get the chance to travel and meet others from a variety ofschools.
The team also provides students other opportunities
such as scholarships, improved speaking skills, sharing talents with their peers and being part of a successful group,
she said.
Students are welcome to join the team at anytime during the season, which is from September to April.
Singh said she expects it to be an exciting year and said,
"Everyone who joins seems to be very outgoing and has a
great time."

"Everyone who joins
seems to be very
outgoing and has a
great time."

UNIVERSITY BOARD EVENTS
THIS WEEKI

$3 .49

Monday Nite Football
Free H otdogs Gametime
1. 75 bottles $2 dl'inks $5 pitchers

DJ POSTGAME PARTY!

to advertise in
the Den!
581-2816

Capture The Flag
Septe11ber 13
7pm
Campus Po1d
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War on methamphetamines taken to state, local level
BY M ICHAEL SCHROEDER
CllY REPORTER

The state wants to assist in the war on
methamphetamines in central illinois by making it more difficult to acquire the needed materials and issue stiffer penalties to meth manufacturers who cause fires or explosions.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich signed legislation making it a Class I felony when someone causes a
fire or explosion because of drug manufacturing, carrying a sentence of four to 15 years,
according to a press release from the governor's
office.
If there is damage to buildings with people
inside, someone is injured or damages are done
to someone else's house, the crime becomes a
Class X felony with a sentence between 15 and
50 years, the release said.
Blagojevich
also
signed
the
Methamphetamine Manufacturing Chemical
Retail Sale Control Act, which makes it more
difficult for users to acquire drugs containing
ephedrine and pseudoephedrine that are most

often found in cold medicines such as Sudafed.
T he law limits stores to selling no more
than two packages of cold medicine at a time.
T he stores are also required to keep specific
cold medicines behind the counter, either
locked or monitored by the retailer, the release
said.
T he legislation provides that if a store feels
cold medicine may be used for meth, employees
have the liberty to deny purchase.
T he surrounding area already enforces the
majority of the purchasing laws made by the legislation. Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill said the
area had already worked with local retailers like
Wal-Mart and County Market to move Sudafed
behind the counter to restrict access. The stores
also reached an agreement with local law
enforcement to limit purchases to two boxes of
Sudafed at a time.
T he legislation also provides for "Project X,"
a program described by the governor's office as a
"back-to-school program to raise awareness
among youth and parents about the dangers of
meth and 'chili drugs."'

Programs available for drug, alcohol addicts
BY M INDY BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Need help?
+Who: Central East Alcoho l and Drug

Drug and alcohol dependence can be a harsh
reality for some people, especially college students away from their parents' watchful eyes.
"Unfortunately, drug and alcohol programs
are needed because the problem is so key in this
area," said, linda Blake, Central East Alcohol
and Drug Council prevention officer.
Coles County has had a problem with drug
law violations in the past several years.
According to the illinois Criminal Justice
Information Authority, those violations tripled
between 1994 and 1998, whereas problems in
adjacent counties only doubled.
Although problems with drugs and alcohol
exist, so do programs designed to help people
who are addicted.
One such program in the area is the Central
East Alcohol and Drug Council. The program
offers substance abuse treatments for "all the

Council

+Where: 635 Division St
+How: Call their 24 hour hotline, (217)
235 1303 ore mail ceadcouncil ®consol
ida ted. net.

drugs in the area, and especially meth because
the need is so great," Blake said.
Detoxification, halfway houses, men's and
women's programs, DUIIDWI offender programs, outpatient care and non-hospital 24-hour
at home care to people of all ages are offered.
Founded in 1973, CEAD is completely confidential, and its mission statement, found at the
not-for-profit organization's Web site, is to offer
a comprehensive array ofservices for promotion
of health and substance abuse prevention.

509 Van Buren

TONIGHT

Local
II
w/ AlienzUe
& Minds Hidaway
$10 cover
Concert
starts 7:00
Tonight
Kitchen open 111 am

PAPARAZZI (PG·13) Daily 4:45, 7:15, 9:30
RESIDENT EVIL: APOCALYPSE (R) [)ajly 5:00,
700, 9:50
WICKER PARK (PG·13) Daily 4:15, 6:45, 9:20
WITHOUT A PADDLE (PG·13) Daily 5:15,
7:45, 10:00

FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soft Drinks/

Jamaican
'lfa n

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS otiLVJ

Onion. lettuce. aHalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.

WE DELIVER! 11AM-2AM 7 DAYS AWEEK trr
••••••••••••••••••

CHARLESTON 1417 4TH STREET 345.1075

: Birthday Ad in the Den! :

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JONN'S!"

:• your
Surprise
:•
friends with a
581-2816

•
•
••••••••••••••••••
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STUDENT SENATE

Motivation is key
New speaker
wants more from
senators in 2004
8v jACLYN GORSKI
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

As the new Student Senate Speaker,
Ryan Berger has had his work cut out
for him during the first few weeks in
his new position.
From a remodeling project in the
Student Life Office to printing problems, the junior political science
major has dealt with a variety of difficulties as the new speaker.
During his freshman year, Berger
was elected into the Student Senate
as a senator and is now in his third
year as a Student Government member.
"I was really impressed that the faculty would give so much power to the
students," Berger said. "I was able to
voice my opinions on tuition and
things on campus."
Berger has been on the Diversity
Committee, the Student Relations
Committee, the Residence Hall
Association and parliamentarian.
Berger has not participated in any
other organization except Residence
Hall Association because he believes
Student Senate is important.
"Student Senate is a way for the student to get to people they'd never get
ahold of, and we deal with students'
money."

Eastern
administrators
speak in front of
the
Student
Senate
about
allocating money
for things like
RYAN BERGER,
exercise equipSTUDENT SENATE
ment.
SPEAKER
During the
semester, Berger will appoint chairs
fur seven senate committees, put the
remaining 23 senators into committees, create agendas for meetings and
be in charge of the legislation.
"It takes a lot of people management and it helps with organization,"
Berger said.
Berger also has to oversee the committees to make sure they're doing
what needs to be done.
"I have to motivate them to get
them to actually do something,"
Berger said.
"Ryan has been so involved," said
Adam H owell, executive vice president of the student body. "H e realizes
we have an almost entirely new set of
senators."
Berger has tried to get the new senators adjusted to the Student Senate,
H owell said.
Berger plans to get various committee goals accomplished by meeting
with the committee chairs once a
week.
Each chair will have to write down
one goal and decide how to accomplish it.
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"Irs the best way to do it because

"Irs one more outlet to connect with

it's available 24 hours"

students."

7

ANDREW BERGER,

ADAM H OWELL,

STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE CHAIR

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT BODY

A way to complain confidentially
Students to voice
complaints online
BY jACLYN GORSKI
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Student Government is developing an online program fur students
to make grievances.
Every year, the Student Relations
Committee has to come up with a
way for students to present their
grievances
to
the
Student
Government, said Student Relations
Committee Chair Andrew Berger.
Last year, the Student Relations
Committee created pamphlets students could fill out and drop in a designated box.

This year, the committee came up
with the idea of a web-based grievance program.
Berger is in the process of designing the Web site and said the program will be called the Students Voice
Program.
Students will e-mail the Student
Government and the Student
Government will post all the complaints online so other students can
see what complaints have been made,
Berger said. It will have responses to
the e-mails, saying what actions are
being taken to correct the problem.
"It's the best way to do it because
it's available 24 hours a day and it
makes Student Government more
available," Berger said. "We'll probably have someone call them or e-mail

them and deal with their problem."
'1t's one more outlet to connect
with students," Adam H owell, executive vice president of the student
body, said.
The problems will not be personal,
but will be general problems like
parking, Berger said.
Students will not have to look for
boxes to drop their grievances in and
will be able to see what other complaints have been made, because of
the online format, Berger said.
It's an excellent source of infOrmation for students and senate members, Howell said.
Students will be able to access the
student grievance Web site through
the Student Government's Web
site.

Worker mauled by bear at Wildlife Prairie State Park
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PEORIA- A Wildlife Prairie State
Park worker was in critical condition
Sunday after he was mauled by a
black bear in an attack that has
prompted a state review of procedures at the park.
Curtis Bach, 27, ofPeoria, told the
Peoria County Sheriffs Department

--

that the bear was out of its den when
he walked into the animal's pen to
feed it Saturday morning.
Park officials said a gate to the
bear's den apparently was left
unlocked.
After the attack, Bach was transpotted to OSF Saint Francis Medical
Center, where he was listed in critical
condition Sunday, a hospital spokes-

woman said. His wife, Dawn Bach,
said her husband sustained severe leg
injuries and nerve damage.
Park founder Bill Rutherford
blamed the incident on human error.
the
state
Consequently,
Depattment of Natural Resources,
will review the facility's operating
procedures, DNR spokesman Tim
Schweizer said.

You want it. You got it... for a limited time
Now through September 261h, get FREE FOOD
at any of these locations when you order from eampusfood.com ....

-

--OMINO'S PIZZA

-e ~ o
~

'f

ONLY ONLINE,
ONLY AT campusloocl.com·
The following restaurants are also available online but are
not participating in the free food giveaway.
Jerry's Pizza I Pagliais Pizza
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

Delivery person wanted. Apply

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM apt.

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3

1986 Chevy S 10 Stepside.

in person after 4 p.m. Pagliai's

1542 4th, across from campus.

BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL

cylinder 5 spd.

Pizza. 1600 E. Lincoln Ave,

Very nice, central

air, rent

04 05. PLENTY OF OFF STREET

Good shape. Phone (2 1 7} 345

$200 per month including water

ment

Charleston.

includes parking + trash pick up.

PARKING, WATER AND TRASH

5573.

and trash. Call at 773 875 1964

Recreation Dept. 345 6897.

No pets $490/mo. 345 7286.

INCLUDED. CALL 345 1266

9113
IMMEDIATE

OPENINGS

for

Williams Rentals.

$800 OBO.

9114
00

Telemarketing Reps. $7/hr +
commissions

6

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1991 Buick Park Ave.

Newly remodeled two bed

OBO.

Large 2 bedroom apt at 111

room

shape. Phone (2 1 7} 345 5573.

apartments complexly

bedroom

townhouse.

3.8 automatic.

Good

WID.

Roommate needed. Fall and/or

ROSSI TOURS! The BEST Spring
Break under the sun! Acapulco,

Own

washer/dryer,

bedroom,

Grant, across from Rec Center,

furnished,

central air, off street parking,

FREE DSL Fast internet, $490.

Car audio system

for sa le.

Negotiable. Call Melissa 549 4673

CONSOLIDATED

MARKET

very nice. No pets. $300/mo

91 3 and 91 7 4th St. 235 0405

Kenwood TV/DVD. 2 JL audio

9120

RESPONSE. 700 Lincoln Ave,

each for 2 people. 345 7286.

or 317 3085.

amps.

Charleston. PH 21 7 639 1135.

Williams Rentals.
00

345 9665

Independent Beauty Consultants
Needed.

Free Product.

Money.

Sign up today.

A.K.C. Reg. Lab. Pups. 8 wks

00

00

old. 1st shots and wormed.
9117

paid. 345 5088.

ment. apartment is furnished, on

Four Bears season tickets avai I

lNG SENIORS! If you are inter

campus, very clean,

able.

$55

ested in a yearbook of your sen

9116

pick it up, come to the Student

www.jwi ll iamsrentals.com

owned parking and laundry

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR

facilities included, trash paid,

tion.

NEXT APARTMENT.

FOR RENT

Leasing

currently renting to 2 fema les

now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good

needing a roommate please call

locations, nice apartments, off

348 0673 and leave a message.

street parking, trash paid. No

each. F.V. call 273 33 11

Info/Reservations
ATIENTION ALL GRADUAT

Fall when they are published.

00

ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart

room cozy home. WID, DSL,

Call 581 281 2 for more informa
tion.

utilities paid no smoking no pets,

House close to campus for 3 to 4

ments,three bedroom house. All

own bedroom. Utilities includ

call 345 3232 days,

students. Two bathrooms, wash

within two blocks of campus.

ed in rent. Well kept, newly fur

9115

er/dryer, low uti li ties. 348 0614.

Call 348 0006 or 549 5593

nished. 345 0327.

Room with kitchen privileges.

00

All uti li ties, DSL, cable TY, wash

For Fall 'OS 1,2,and 3 bedrooms

er/dryer. $300. Call 345 5456.

for close to campus. 4 locations

9120

to choose from. Call 345 6533

Affordable, spacious. 1 BR On

00

the square. $299, includes heat,

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

gas, water, trash.
2171. 9am

Dave 345

11 am

BR apts. avai lable for second
semester. Call 345 6000

00

9113

Ooes your life blow? _'{ -.-.
The Verge may be able
to fix your wagon/
Tryour
aavice column

__.J

ADVERTISE
IN THE DEN

Buzzard Hall, and for only $4
we wi ll mail you a copy in the

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

00

9130

Publications office, room 1802

ROOMMATES
starting Spring Semester. 3 bed

Efficiency close to campus all

1 800 648

4849 www.ststravel.com

ior year, and are not sure how to

VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas

pets. 345 7286.

00

All home games.

Spring Break 20056 with STS
tor. Call for group discounts.

Great Pet's. $200 21 7 923 3520

locally

or

Americas # 1 student tour opera

PERSONALS

opening in a 3 bedroom apart

00

875 4525

9117
00

Currently avai lable a 1 bedroom

apt

618 553 5662 for more informa
9117

9116

w/CA,

BR

Make
Call

Rockford

stove/fridge, water and trash

2

DRINKS!

Organize a group, GO FREE!

061 4, leave message.

paid. 345 5088.
Spacious

FREE

Roommate needed to share

sell. Ca ll 348 5385 for details.

TH and some nights/weekends.

9115

and

subs.

www.bianchirossi .com

three roommates. House west of

from fairgrounds.

Book by Oct. 31, FREE

(800)

square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone

Must be 21. Apply within, across

MEALS

Lease ending 5/31/04. Call 348

w/CA,

furnished

mids.

Vallarta, Mazathlan, Cancun &
Cabo.

house w/male EIU Students.

stove/fridge, water and trash

BR

Kenwood

$265

tweets. Plus more. Priced to

Must be available 3 8 p.m. M

Bartender needed at ICY MUG.

Earthquake

DSL,

Rooms for rent. Two guys need

00

9115

9114

SPRING BREAK w/ BIANCHI

Spring.

Afternoons/Evenings Great

laundry,

provided Charleston
9114

9113

Opportunity! Apply TODAY at

parking,

Beginner guitar lessons instru

or217 512 9152

$1,300

PT

00

Male roommate needed for 2

581-2816

00

ATTENTION!
People interested
in newspaper design
are invited to design tor
the
Daily Eastern News!

.Y_...,~~-

'C...-:J~"'-----"""

0

00

fHE UAILY EASfERN NEWS
IS LOOKIN~ FOR HARU WORKIN~
WRifERS, UESI~NERS, PHOfO~RAPHERS
ANU COPY EUifORS WHO
ARE WILLING
10&E1
DIRtY.

Advertise
a classified ad
581 2812

Plain and Simple.

E-mail April ana Davia at eiuverge@hotmail.com

llJeNetulork~
Crossword
32 Down Under
ACROSS
bird
1 Mall component
6 Genesis twin
33 Britannica, for
one: Abbr.
1o Fly like an eagle
35
"Thanks,
14 Hiker's path
Pierre!"
15 Goatee's locale
38 Squeal (on)
16 Time for eggnog
39
standstill
17 Having no
(motionless)
entryways?
40 City that Fred
19 A.A.A. recomAstaire was '11ymendations:
ing down to" in
Abbr.
a 1934 hit
20 Left on a map
42 "Dear old" family member
21 How some ham
sandwiches are
43 Jogs
made
22 Letter after theta 45 Looks sullen
47 Poetic palin23 Disney World
drome
attraction
48 Tributary
25 Opposite of
whole, milkwise 50 Word before
Nevada or
27 "French" dog
Leone
30 "I'm ready to
leave"
52 Hold back
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Visit the newsroom
or call 581-2821

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0802

54 Give a benediction to
56 Ball field covering
57 Motionless
59 Campaign funders, for short
63 Buffalo's lake
64 Having no
vision?
66 Submarine danger
67 Number
between dos
and ouatro
68 Weird
69 Habitual tipplers
70 Gumbo vegetable
71 Modify to particular conditions
DOWN
1 Put in the hold 11 Having no com- 34 Where to watch
whales in
mandment?
2 "_ Grit" (John
Massachusetts,
Wayne film)
12 Prince Valiant's
with '~he"
wife
3 Quaker
Writer John
13 Plopped down 36 Dickson
4 Ran amok
again
5 Santa's little
371nkling
helper
18 Museum guide
41 "The only thing
6 Commercial
24 Delighted
we have to fear
prefix with
"·
is fear
26 Gradual absorpLodge
F.D.R.
tion method
71n a moment
44 Prairie homes
27 Saucy
8 Bright and
46 It goes around
28 Bradley or
breezy
the world
Sharif
9 Still in the out49
Mississippi
29 Having no typebox, as mail
River explorer
set letters?
10 Injection seleo31 Stocking shade 51 Caught sight of
tion

52 Agenda details
53 & 55 Peruvian
novelist __
Vargas __
58 Istanbul resident
60 Taj Mahal locale
61 Intel product
62 Typesetting
mark
65 Poseidon's
domain
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101 ST PARACHUTES IN

BOARD:

PIZZA:

CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

CONriNUED FROM PACE 1

Eastern is meeting some of the
NCA standards by keeping the average class size to 23 students, minority retention rates at 80 percent and
an average srudent-faculty ratio of 17
to 1, Augustine said.

such as a Super Bowl meal.
"(Carnpusfood.com) is a new way
to reach the srudents in a way we
haven't done befure," Paul Chilcote,
the owner of Charleston's Domino's,
as well as 10 other Domino's in
Central Illinois, said. "We've been trying to boost our campus market for
over a year, and based on the company's history, I think this is a good
thing."

Athletics Director Rich McDuffie
gave an Intercollegiate Athletics
Report.
"We take pride in what our athletes
do on and off the field and every sport
should be recognized for their academic accomplishments," McDuffie
said.

Chilcote said he
believes
Carnpusfood.com will increase the
volume of Domino's customers,
which will in rurn increase profit for
the restaurant.

In Spring 2004, the women's athletics grade point average was 3.1, while
the men's was 3.0 and 122 srudent
athletes were named to the commissioner's honor roll for 2003-2004,
McDuffie said.
) OS H REELEY/THED'IILYEASTERNNEWS

"Athletic opportunities are good
and should be viewed as tools to aid
in success, not a vehicle to success,"
BOT Chair Nate Anderson said.

Dori Niemann (left), a sophomore communication studies major, takes a picture of the 101st Airborne Division
parachuting the game ball into O'Brien Stadium with her cell phone, while Libby Tamalunis, a sophomore early
childhood and special education major, watches Saturday night.

New members of the Board of
Trustees were also introduced. Leo
Welch ofO'Fallon, Roger Kratochvil
of Mt. Olive and Robert Webb of
Mattoon were appointed trustees in
August and Friday was their first
meeting.

CONriNUED FROM PACE 1

Student Senate Speaker Ryan
Berger welcomed the new board
members.
"Your knowledge in education
excites us. You've got your work cut
out for you," Berger said.

BANQUET:
the celebration, said over the years the
banquet has been in the middle of the
event, but this year she said it was a
good way to start out the celebration.
"The banquet will hopefi.tlly gear
srudents to attend more events
throughout the celebration," said
GussAlbear, Latino academic adviser.
This relebration takes place across the

United States at universities and towns
on these dates to celebrate the history
and achievements of Latin American
and Spanish-speaking people.
The next event fur the celebration
will be a lecrure by Lilian Barria on
Women in Politics in Latin America.
It will be held at 4 p.m. Tuesday in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"The committee really makes an

effort to make this fun and educational by presenting different cultures," Taylor said. '1t is a really
interesting cultural event goaled
toward learning about different
. "
countnes.
Presenting the accomplishments
and history of the Latino people will
hopefully in the end expand the
campus' diversity and contribute to
Eastern's multicultural instirution,
Albear said.

When choosing where to launch
business, Carnpusfood.com officials
search out the demographics ofa campus and surrounding restaurants and
find out if there is an interest in the
site through surveys.
"We researched the amount of srudents at EIU who would benefit from
a delivery service," Rose said. "We
wanted to give srudents, like freshmen
who don't have cars, an opportunity
to eat outside the dining hall."
John Marshall, a freshman journalism major, said he would benefit
from Campusfood.com's delivery
service.
'1f you get discounts, you save
money," said Marshall, who eats in
the dining halls at least once a day.
'1 eat out every other couple of
days, but if those restaurants are
cheaper, than I'd probably eat at them
over others."

Crbne rate for 2003 holds steady at 30-year low level
NATIONAL
BRIEFS

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The nation's crime rate
last year held steady at the lowest levels since the
government began surveying crime victims in
1973, the Justice Department reported Sunday.
The srudy was the latest contribution to a
decade-long trend in which violent crime as
measured by victim surveys has fallen by 55 percent and property crime by 49 percent. That
has included a 14 percent drop in violent crime
from 2000-01 to 2002-03.
"The rates are the lowest experienced in the

last 30 years," Justice Department statistician
Shannan Catalona said in the report. "Crime
rates have stabilized."
The 2003 violent crime rate _ assault, sexual
assault and armed robbery _ stood at 22.6 victims for every 1,000 people age 12 and older.
That amounts to about one violent crime victim fur every 44 U.S. residents.

BUSH MAKES CONDOLENCE CALL
AT RUSSIAN EMBASSY
WASHING1DN- President Bush made an
unexpected visit to the Russian Embassy on
Sunday where he signed a book ofcondolence fur
victims of the school hostage seizure and
expressed outrage at the actions of"evil terrorists."
"The atrocities that took place in the school
were beyond comprehension," the president told
reporters after writing a on~page note in the book.
"Many in America and, I know, many

STATE
BRIEFS

Catholic priest steals
more than $1 million
CHICAGO -A Catholic priest who resigned earlier this
summer from his church has admitted stealing more than
$1 million from his parish on the city's southwest side,
church officials said.
In a letter that provoked gasps when read to parishioners
at St. Bede the Venerable on Sarurday, a Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Chicago bishop who oversees the parish
wrote that the Rev. Brian Iisowski had misappropriated
$1.1 million in church funds between January 1999 and
July 2004.
Lisowski resigned in July after acknowledging he had
relapsed into alcoholism and had been stopped by police in
the company of an alleged prostirute, church officials said.
"We will now undergo a difficult and embarrassing time
in our parish history," the Rev. Michael Adams told parishioners after the Sarurday mass.
Lisowski did not immediately rerurn calls Sunday to The
Associated Press.

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

Russians cannot conceive the heart of a person
who could mow down innocent children. The
killers once again remind us of the duties we
have as free people to work in concert, to work
in unity, to make this world a better place,"
Bush said at the embassy.
Bush flew by helicopter from the presidential
retreat at Camp David, Md., landing at the vice
president's residence and making a short drive to
the Russian Embassy. The stop had not been listed on the president's official schedule for Sunday.
He was greeted by embassy officials in the
foyer, where he then wrote his message. First
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Women's soccer adds two wins to four-game streak
Bv AARON SEIOliTZ
SPORTS EDITOR

Two games and two victories from
this weekend, now have the women's
soccer team off to a solid start with their
two losses coming against superior competition.
Besides losing to Notre Dame and
Nebraska, the Panthers have taken care
of what they hoped to. That trend continued against DePaul on Friday and
Indiana State on Sunday.
In the games against all other teams,
besides the Fighting Irish and the Corn
Huskers, .Eastern is now 4-0.
In those games, the Panthers have
outscored their competition by seven
goals, but head coach Steve Ballard saw
some flaws amongst all the good things
his team has been doing.
This was the case especially against
DePaul, when the Panthers gave up two

goals and could have given up a few
more. .Eastern was still able to win the
game 3-2 on Friday afternoon.
"The first thing about DePaul is that
they are a great team, considering they
are the defending Conference USA
champions," Ballard said. "But our
defense did not come out and execute
today, we were out of position munerous times and that should have come
back to haunt us more often."
The Panthers did allow 17 shots to
the Blue Demons, eight of which were
considered to be shots on goal.
Offensive!)~ however, the Panthers
continued to do what they had been
doing all year long. They attacked and
outshot DePaul by three more shots on
goal, but the Panthers felt that they
could have converted on more opporninities.
Two of the Panthers' three goals came
off the head of laura Keating, the goals

were the first and second of her collegiate career. The third goal came from
sophomore forward Trisha Walter,
which was the first goal from a big weekend for her.
"We need to get better at finishing off
our oppornmities, at times it seems like
we try too hard," Ballard said. "We
should be winning by two or three more
goals, but that comes down to realizing
what the personality of this team is."
In the second game of the weekend,
on Sunday versus Indiana State, the
Panthers were able to widen their margin of victory as they won 3-1.
They were able to separate themselves
from the Sycamores a little more than
they were able to against the Blue
Demons, considering the Panthers took
20 shots to Indiana State's 16.
Walter scored two goals against a
Sycamore that had positioned herself
back as far as she could.

S TE P HEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

DePaul sophomore midfielder Kelly DeBaene trips Eastern sophomore midfielder Trish Walter Friday afternoon during Eastern's 3-2 win.
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And it was all yellow
Refs litter field
with 16 penalty
flags for 142 yards
8v DAN RENICK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Eastern and Indiana State each committed
costly penalties that switched the momentum
back and forth in Saturday's game.
Indiana State gave up 60 yards on six penalties, while Eastern gave up 82 yards on I0
penalties. The referees handed out five flags for
personal fouls, three of which were unsportsmanlike conduct calls for excessive celebration.
Two of those three penalties were against the
Sycamores.
"There were some stupid penalties we made
and we have to know what those are," Indiana
State head coach Tim McGuire said.
"(Unsportsmanlike conduct) is up to the discretion of the referees.
"This game wasn't won or lost by the refs."
The first of Indiana State's conduct penalties
came after recovering an Eastern fumble. The
second, however, was more costly.
After sacking quarterback Andrew Harris
for a nine yard loss on second down, Sycamore
defensive linemen Andy Jones celebrated what
seemed to be a big defensive play to stop
Eastern's momentum late in the game.
But instead of the Panthers having third
down and 15, the 15-yard penalty gave them

SHUTOUT:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12

Buenzow, who is now in her senior year,
was the difference as she was able to handle her flyhalf counterpart from Illinois
and win that battle.
As a team, the Fighting lllini have suffered losses on their team over the past
couple years. They have lost 23 starters,
but, with a younger team, Gow is already
looking forward to playing Eastern again
next year.
In the first half, the Panthers were able
to score 24 points off two tries by senior
wing Nikki Ponce.
Junior wing Missie Doudna and senior
lock Maureen Kirby added to the lead
with one try a piece.
Buenzow was responsible for four first
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KICKED:
CONriNUED FROM PACE 12

just enough yardage for a new set of downs and
new hope while trailing by three with time
running short.
Three plays later Harris hit sophomore
receiver Jermaine Mobley for a 19 yard touchdown.
"We made some bonehead mistakes,"
Mobley said. ''But the refs have to let us have
some fun."
But the personal fouls weren't the only
penalty problems.
Early in the second quarter, Eastern started
their drive on their own 22. A holding penalty
on first down moved them back to the 12. Two
plays later the Panthers were flagged for another holding penalty moving them back to the
six. The Panthers were forced to punt out of
their end zone and gave the Sycamores the ball
on the43.
In the third quarter, Indiana State got called
for false starts twice on third down. On one of
those plays the Sycamores had third and five
but couldn't convert after being moved back
five yards for the false start.
The Panthers had problems of their own on
offense when they got flagged twice for illegal
substitutions.
In the final drive of regulation, the
Sycamores set up to kick from the 45-yard line.
An offsides penalty on Eastern brought
Indiana State kicker Kyle Hooper in five yards
closer for the game tying field goal.
'1 felt a lot better (after the penalty),"
Hooper said. '1 knew I could go through my
kick more and wouldn't have to kick as hard."

half points which she was able to score off
of a pair of goals after a try.
The Panthers continued to play well
into the second half as Nikki Ponce added
two more tries and senior prop Desi Pence
scored another try which was the last of
Eastern's points with 5:33 remaining.
Frank Graziano, head coach of the
Panthers' rugby team, said that he was
very happy with how well his team played.
"The team put forth a wonderful effort
and displayed great senior leadership.
They got a good lead and maintained
momentum throughout the game,"
Graziano said.
'1 hope the girls realize how well they
played."
The next women's rugby game will be
held at noon on September 18 against
Michigan at Lakeside Rugby Field.

With 5:16 left on the clock, Eastern quarterbackAndrew Harris knew he had to make something happen.
"The guys were looking up to me, so I felt I had
to do something about it," Harris said.
Jermaine Mobley said his teammates have a
great deal of confidence in their quarterback.
''He worked hard in the offseason and it boosted his confidence," Mobley said.
This off season, the Panthers brought in two
transfers to compete with Harris for the starting
quarterback spot, including Wtsconsin University
transfer Matt Schaben. Harris rose to the occasion
and evennJa!ly won the starting spot.
"The competition in the offseason pushed me
to be the best," Harris said.
On the first play of the drive, Harris completed
a 22-yard pass to wide receiver Ryan Voss advancing the Panthers into Indiana State territory.
The Sycamores looked down and out as
Eastern drove down the field until linebacker
Andy Jones broke into the backfield and sacked
Harris for an eight yard loss.
Three plays later Harris completed a 19-yard
touchdown pass to Mobley to give Eastern the
30-27 lead. But kicker Steve Kuehn missed the
extra point, giving the Sycamores a glimmer of
hope.
'1 had a good feeling being up three with a
minute left in the game," Harris said.
Indiana State took the ball at their own 29 yard
line and marched the ball down to the Panther 28
yard line.
Third string quarterback Ben Schmidt, replacingJohnson who left because of injury, led the the
Sycamore offense down the field while sopho-

SEIDLITZ:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12

But women's rugby stayed home and took on
their biggest rival, the University oflllinois, and
handled them easily by defeating the Fighting lllini
35-5.
Women's soccer took a tough opponent in
DePaul and made the most of their opportunities
by defeating the Blue Demons by a score of 3-2.
While the defense was, as head coach Steve
Ballard admitted, leaky at times the Panthers were
still able to bind together and come away with the
win against a tough opponent.
In the process, their junior goal keeper 1iffimy
Groene allowed two goals, but officially saved six
others and oftentimes found herself sprawled on the
ground making a diving save.
The Panthers also had a chance to pull away even
further but missed on the best possibility for a goal,
the penalty shot.

more kicker Kyle Hooper watched on the sidelines by himsel£
'1 tried to clear my head and envision the play
and how loud the fans would be," Hooper said.
With five ticks left on the clock Hooper, who
had already hit a career high 46-yard field goal
earlier in the game, set up to kick a 45-yard field
goal.
'1 was really happy to start offwith the 46 yard
field goal," Hooper said.
Eastern called a time-out in an attempt to ice
Hooper. When the teams reassembled at the line
of scrimmage the Sycamores drew the Eastern
line offsides, moving Hooper five yards closer to
the uprights.
Hooper was able to hit the 40-yard field goal
as time expired sending the game into overtime.
"Kicking was the difference," Spoo said.
"Their kicker hit some clutch, clutch kicks. Ifwe
make an extra point, we win."
Eastern won the coin toss before overtime and
elected to go on defense first. Starting from
Eastern's 25 yard line, the Sycamores drove to the
three. Hooper capped the drive off with a 20yard field goal, which proved to be the game winner.
When the Panthers got the ball they went
backward to the Indiana State 32. Facing third
down and 17 yards, Harris chucked one up into
the end zone intended for Voss, who tripped and
fell at around the 15, and was picked off by
Derrick Williams to end the game.
'1 threw it thinking it would either get caught
by Voss or batted down," Harris said. '1 had my
corner route open too. I just tried to go for the
homerun."
''A positive we can take out of this is even
though we're down now, we know we have to get
back to work," Mobley said. '1 guarantee it will

Sophomore forward Trisha Walter shot right into
the goalie's hand, forcing the game to be even closer
than it would have been had she converted.
Fornmately, she made up for it by scoring a goal in
the game.
The soccer team also added a victory Stmday
afternoon against Indiana State in more impressive
fashion, extending their lead to two goals and finishing the game ahead 4-2
So, overall this could be described as a successful
weekend for Panther athletics especially if the disappointing foorballloss had gone in Eastern's favor.
But as things stand now, Panther fans have plenty
to be excited about, considering the women's soccer
team continues to win, men's soccer has seen some
encouraging signs and the football team should
have won one of their rivalry games this year.
The football team has a chance to redeem themselves, considering the rivalry games continue when
they travel a little northwest to Bloomington to take
on lllinois State this weekend.
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PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY

CROSS CoUNTRY H OSTS PANTHER I NVITATIONAL

M

SoCCER @ VANDERBILT T OURNAME!IIf

5:15 x.m.
6 p.m.

V O LLEYBALL @ B WE D EMON I NVITATIONAL

vs. Western Illinois
VS. DePaul

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13,

THROW
DOWN

2004

noon
7 p.m.

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

FOOTBALL INDIANA STATE 33, EAsTERN 30 OT

AARON SEIOliTZ

SPORTS EDITOR

Weekend

has ups,
downs
In what became an extremely
busy weekend for Panther athletics,
a few blemishes marked what
could have been an impressive nm.
For those who watched the
opening night of Eastern football,
they probably realized that the
game that turned into a loss should
have had the opposite result.
Nevertheless, at least the game
was entertaining and included a
highlight from every facet of the
game of football in the spotlight.
Who knew that a major part of
the game would come down to
the right leg of place kicker Steve
Kuehn? Tough luck for the junior
kicker who missed a kick that, in
hindsight, could be looked at as
the game turning play.
After an Eastern touchdown
could have put the game away and
thrown away the key, Kuehn
missed the extra point that would
have given the Panthers a fourpoint lead and forced Indiana State
to score a touchdown to make any
more of an impact on the game.
But instead the Sycamores'
place kicker, Kyle Hooper, nailed
a 40-yard field goal to extend the
game into overtime where
Indiana State prevailed.
But in other action, the majority of Eastern's athletic teams were
on the road including men's and
women's soccer, cross country and
volleyball.
SEE

SEIDLITZ
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Sophomore tailback Vincent Webb runs against Indiana State senior left tackle Tom Brillhart in Eastern's overtime season opening loss Saturday night. Webb
rushed 26 times for 104 yards. Webb gave Eastern the lead by scoring its first touchdown of the season on a 10-yard run in the first quarter.

·eked when it counts
Sycamores'
field goals cut
Panthers down
B Y j O HN H O HENAOEL

SPORTS REPORTER

The Eastern Illinois football team
lost 33-30 to Indiana State in the first
overtime game in regular season history at O'Brien Stadium.

The Panthers appeared to have the
game wrapped up when second string
Sycamore
quarterback
Phillip
Johnson, replacing injured starter Jake
Schiff, threw an interception at his
own eight yard line with 11:56 to go
in the fourth quarter. Chad Cleveland
scampered eight yards for a touchdown and threw the ball in the air
after he scored. That drew a 15-yard
unsportsmanlike conduct penalty,
forcing the Panthers to kick from their
own 20-yard line.

More inside

+ In a game that either
team could have won,
penalties played a key
role for both sides.
Page 11

'1 didn't even know he threw the flag
until I turned around," Cleveland said.
'1 guess you're supposed to give it to the
official every time you score. I just
threw it up. I shouldn't have done it."

"Our guys celebrated like it was
over," head coach Bob Spoo said. '1t
was a stupid mistake."
After Cleveland's touchdown put
the Panthers up by 14, Indiana State
took it up a notch and scored 17 unanswered points to take a 27-24lead.
"When it was 24-1 0 they wanted it
more and turned it on," Cleveland
said. "We kept playing at the same
level while they stepped it up."
SEE

KICKED
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RUGBY EASTERN 39, ILLINOIS 5

Shutout denied in last seconds
BY

MATT LEIBERT

STAFF WRITER

With only three seconds remaining until all
90 minutes drained off the clock, the Panthers
were heading towards what they thought would
be a shutout against their biggest rival.
But the University of illinois' rugby team
ruined Eastern's plans by scoring a try and making the score 39-5 in the Panthers' favor with
only those three seconds remaining in the game.
Ever since Eastern's rugby team began competing six years ago, there has been a rivalry
between the Panthers and the Illini.
"This was a huge game for us," senior f1yhalf
Jamie Buenzow said.
Buenzow went on to add that despite Eastern
victories in the last two meetings, the series has
gone back and forth with the home team usual-

DENtra

Interactive coverage on the Web
www. thedailyeasternnews .com

ly taking the loss.
But that was not the case Saturday.
T he Panthers were very close to shutting out
rival Illinois until Laurie Hayman scored the try
with only three seconds left in the game.
University of illinois head coach John Gow
said that despite the loss, he was very happy with
the way his team played.
Gow, who is in his first full season as the illini
head coach, thought the f1yhalf position was
what made the difference in the game.
SEE

SHUTO UT
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Senior flanker Jackie Jaworek reaches for the ball during a line out Saturday afternoon against
the University of Illinois at Lakeside Rugby Field.

